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1 Introduction

1.1 The double nature of groups

The double nature of groups
Groups, strictly speaking, are an abstract idea. Algebraic group theory is a

symbolic affair.
Example 1. For a group satisfying ι2 = 1, κ3 = 1 and (ικ)5 = 1, deduce that
(κι)5 = 1.
Example 2. For a group satisfying ι2 = 1, κ3 = 1 and (ικ)5 = 1, deduce that
(κι)5 = 1.

(ικ)5 = 1

⇒ (ικ)5ι = ι

⇒ ικικικικικι = ι

⇒ ι(κι)5 = ι

⇒ (κι)5 = 1.

But natural examples of groups include many introduced via geometric
methods. How far do geometric correspondences go?
Example 3. Complex roots of 1 (finite cyclic groups), dihedral groups, other
symmetry groups of solids, matrix groups, . . .
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Geometry + Algebra ?
= True love
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2 Obtaining a paradox

It’s not all love—How to create a paradox
By (in?)appropriate use of a group (or other structure) in a place where we

hold certain intuitive beliefs (e.g. geometry) that are not actually true.

How about duplicating (part of) a sphere by means of only rotations?

Warning! Lots of symbol manipulation imminent!

The Hausdorff paradox—Proof outline

1. Obtain a free group of rank 2

2. Note that it is paradoxical under its own action

3. Find a copy of the free group as a subgroup of the rotation group

4. Show that this subgroup is now paradoxical on the points of a unit sphere,
that it acts upon in a paradoxical fashion.

2.1 Free groups

Free groups
Consider an alphabet of symbols G = {a, b, . . .}. The set of strings over this

alphabet is denoted G∗.

So far, this is a monoid with the concatenation operation, and the empty
string as identity. We want to give this a group structure with minimal fuss.

Let G−1 be the same as G but with −1 attached to each element, i.e. G−1 ={
a−1, b−1, . . .

}
. Now consider the strings in

(
G ∪ G−1

)∗
.

Free groups
Only remaining step is to define an operation · by setting σ · ρ = R(σρ) for

all σ, ρ ∈
(
G ∪ G−1

)∗
. So what is R?

R: the operation on a string which repeatedly removes substrings of the
form x−1x or xx−1 until none remain.

Example 4. R(ab−1a−1bb−1abb) = R(ab−1a−1abb) = R(ab−1bb) = R(ab) = ab.
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Free groups
Finally, with a couple of conventions (specifying (x−1)−1 = x, and denot-

ing the empty string with the symbol e) the structure FG =
((

G ∪ G−1
)∗
, ·
)

(as
described) is the free group on the generating set G.

For generating sets G,H where |G| = |H|, it so happens that FG � FH. So the
only important parameter (up to isomorphism) is the rank, defined as rank(FG) =
|G|. Fn is also used.

Free groups
What does a free group look like?

Example 5. (Z,+) � F1

Geometric interpretation: ways of rotating a “regular polygon” with a
countably infinite number of sides (the infinite cyclic group)

Free groups
Higher ranks aren’t so easy.

Example 6. (Z ×Z,+) � F2

Why?

(Z × Z,+) is commutative, but F2 is not: in F{a,b}, aba−1b−1 does not reduce
to nothing, so a · b , b · a.

2.2 Group actions

Group actions
To define “paradoxical” suitably, the notion of group action is required.

Definition 7. A group action of a group G on a set X is a permutation represen-
tation on X (homomorphism G→ Sym(X)).

Example 8. The group of invertible matrices GLn acts on the space of n-dimensional
vectors by ordinary matrix-vector multiplication, and matrix multiplication is
compatible.

Example 9. Any group acts on itself, by its own operation.

2.3 Paradoxicality

Paradoxicality
Imagine that a set E has been chopped up into two collections of subsets,

A1,A2, . . . ,Am and B1,B2, . . . ,Bn, all disjoint.
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E

B1

B2

B3A1 A2 Am

Bn

Paradoxicality
If a group G acts on E, it is not unlikely that elements of G could make the

pieces larger.

So, if it so happens that two copies of E can be produced from the two
collections of pieces via group action, E is said to be G-paradoxical.

Paradoxicality for Formality Enthusiasts

Definition 10. Let G be a group acting on X, and E ⊆ X. E is G-paradoxical or
paradoxical with respect to G if, for some positive integers n,m there are pairwise
disjoint subsets A1, . . . ,An,B1, . . . ,Bm of E and points g1, . . . , gn, h1, . . . , hm ∈ G,
such that E =

⋃n
i=1 gi · Ai and E =

⋃m
j=1 h j · B j.

Paradoxicality for Everybody Else

E

B1

B2

B3A1 A2 Am

Bn

group action
copy of E

A1g1

A2g2

A3g3
Amgm

Paradoxicality for Everybody Else
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E

B1

B2

B3A1 A2 Am

Bn

more group action
another copy of E

B1h1

B2h2

B3h3

Bnhn

Note we need not use all of the original E.

Paradoxicality

Example 11. The interval (0, 1] is paradoxical under the affine transform group
acting on R.

(0, 1] =
(
0, 1

2

]
∪

(
1
2 , 1

]
,

but also (0, 1] = 2
(
0, 1

2

]
and (0, 1] = 2

(
1
2 , 1

]
− 1.

Paradoxicality
It is hardly surprising that doubling an interval doubles the length.

What about a group whose action looks like it is unable to change the size of
a set, such as a rotation group?

2.4 F2 is self-paradoxical

Back to free groups

Theorem 12. F2 is F2-paradoxical.

Proof: Take the free group on the generators a, b, and let S(x) be the set of
reduced strings from F2 that start with x.

Now
F2 = {e} ∪ S(a) ∪ S(b) ∪ S(a−1) ∪ S(b−1)

but also
F2 = S(a) ∪ aS(a−1)

and
F2 = S(b) ∪ bS(b−1)
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2.5 F2 is self-paradoxical

F2 is self-paradoxical
What is going on here?

S(a−1) =
{
a−1, a−1a−1, a−1b, a−1b−1 . . .

}
and since they are all reduced, it does not contain any words starting with a−1a.

aS(a−1) =
{
aa−1, aa−1a−1, aa−1b, aa−1b−1, . . .

}
=

{
e, a−1, b, b−1, . . .

}
so aS(a−1) is in fact disjoint from S(a).

F2 is self-paradoxical
So S(a),S(a−1) is one disjoint collection of pieces that can be enlarged (by the

action of a) to form F2, and likewise S(b),S(b−1). �

a

b

eS(a  )–1

aS(a  )–1

2.6 A copy of F2

Uses for F2-paradoxicality
Consider two rotations in R3. We want A and B to generate a free group, so

both A and B need to have infinite order, and no non-empty string of A±1,B±1

can be equal to an identity rotation.
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An example that works (due to Świerczkowski) is given by

A±1 =


1 0 0
0 1

3 ∓
2
√

2
3

0 ±
2
√

2
3

1
3

 , B±1 =


1
3 ∓

2
√

2
3 0

±
2
√

2
3

1
3 0

0 0 1

 .

For those who can’t read matrices that fast
A rotates by arccos 1

3 radians about the x-axis, and B by the same angle about
the z-axis.

arccos 1
3 is an irrational multiple of π, so each of these must have infinite

order.

There is also an (involved) inductive proof that no non-empty string is
trivial.

A visualisation

p = (0, 1, 0)

A visualisation
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p,Ap,Bp,A−1p,B−1p

A visualisation

Generations 0, 1, 2

A visualisation
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Generations 0 through 3

A visualisation

Generations 0 through 4

A visualisation
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Generations 0 through 5

2.7 Action of F2 on S2

Action of F2 on S2

This all shows that there is a subgroup of SO3 (the group of all rotations)
which is a free group of rank 2.

It is paradoxical on itself. On what subset of S2 (the unit sphere) is it
paradoxical?

Hopefully a lot!

Action of F2 on S2

Lemma 13. Let G be a G-paradoxical group. If G acts on X and for all x ∈ X the
stabiliser subgroup StabG(x) =

{
g ∈ G : gx = x

}
= {e}, then X is G-paradoxical.

Idea is to copy the paradoxical behaviour—of F2 on itself—over to the points
of the sphere that are not fixed under the free subgroup of rotations.

Action of F2 on S2

A stabiliser subgroup is the subgroup that fixes a given point where it is.

For any given point on a sphere, the stabiliser subgroup of the rotation
group is all the rotations about the line intersecting that point and the origin.

Action of F2 on S2

Form a subset of X called M, where each element of M uniquely represents
a G-orbit Gx.

(This requires the Axiom of Choice.)
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If m1 , m2 are in M, then G cannot shift m1 onto m2 by its action.

M is going to be shuffled around.

Action of F2 on S2

Also, it so happens if we take any two distinct group elements g , h from G
and any of the orbit representatives m ∈ M, then gm , hm. So a partitioning of
X is {

gM : g ∈ G
}

(Otherwise h−1gm = m, i.e. h−1g ∈ StabG(m), and h−1g , e. This contradicts
the hypothesis that the stabiliser subgroup of m is trivial.)

Action of F2 on S2

Suppose A1, . . . ,An,B1, . . . ,Bm are pairwise disjoint subsets of G and g1, . . . , gn, h1, . . . , hm ∈

G satisfy G =
⋃n

i=1 giAi =
⋃m

j=1 h jB j. They are pairwise disjoint.

Define A∗i =
⋃{

gM : g ∈ Ai
}

for each Ai, and similarly for B∗j. Hey presto:

n⋃
i=1

giA∗i =

n⋃
i=1

gi

⋃
g∈Ai

gM =
⋃gM : g ∈

 n⋃
i=1

giAi




which is
⋃{

gM : g ∈ G
}

= X. Similar argument for the B j. �

Is there a nice picture?
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2.8 Finishing the paradox

So what?
Is the Lemma useless? Since there are fixed points on the sphere for every

nontrivial rotation, surely the Lemma can’t apply?

Not all hope is lost! Let D be the set of sphere points fixed by any of the
rotations in the rotation free group. F2 is countable, and there are two such
points per element, so 2 |F2| (still countable) points are fixed.

Now take S2
\D, by definition containing no fixed points. If P ∈ S2

\D, we
want to be sure F2 won’t action P into D, because that will then be another fixed
point to worry about.

Suppose gP ∈ D for some g ∈ F2. D are points fixed by something, so then
there is a h ∈ F2 fixing gP, i.e. hgP = gP. Left-multiplying by g−1, we get
g−1hgP = P, so P is fixed by g−1hg—contradicting P ∈ S2

\D.

So there are no fixed points other than the ones in D, hence the Lemma can
be used, and the Hausdorff paradox is complete.

3 Building a better paradox

Building a better paradox
Recap: Hausdorff paradox is that S2

\D is F2-paradoxical when all elements
of F2 are just rotations.

The Banach–Tarski paradox builds on this, and in the process

• eliminates D so that the whole sphere is duplicated,

• extends the result to balls or spheres of any radius,

• extends the result to show any bounded region of R3 can be split and re-
combined with only rotations and translations to form any other bounded
region.

3.1 Equidecomposability

Equidecomposability
The essential notion—a variation on paradoxicality. Instead of chopping up

a set and reassembling directly into two copies of itself via a group action, we
want to chop up a set and reassemble it into another set via a group action.
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Equidecomposability for Symbol Lovers

Definition 14. Let G act on X and A and B be subsets of X. A and B are called
G-equidecomposable if, for some finite n, there are subsets A1, . . . ,An ⊆ A and
B1, . . . ,Bn ⊆ B such that

A =

n⋃
i=1

Ai,B =

n⋃
i=1

Bi

where the Ai are pairwise disjoint, the Bi are pairwise disjoint, and there are
group elements g1, g2, . . . , gn ∈ G such that giAi = Bi for all i = 1, . . . ,n.

Notation: A ∼G B

Equidecomposability for Humans

A
B

A1

A2

A3

An Bn

g1

g2

g3

gn
= gnAn

B3 = g3A3

B2 = g2A2

B1= g1A1

Equidecomposability
Equidecomposability is an equivalence relation:

• A ∼G A since A = 1A;

• A ∼G B⇒ B ∼G A since Bi = giAi ⇒ Ai = g−1
i Bi;

• Transitivity is not as succinct, but for A ∼G B in m pieces and B ∼G C in
n pieces, using the intersections of the pieces inside B, with at most mn
intersections in total, works.

Equidecomposability = Paradoxicality 2.0
Paradoxicality is just a variation on equidecomposability:

E is G-paradoxical if and only if there are subsets A,B ⊆ E, with A and B
disjoint, such that E ∼G A and E ∼G B.
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Equidecomposability = Paradoxicality 2.0

E

A

B

copy of E

another copy of E

Moving paradoxicality around
If E is G-paradoxical, and E ∼G E′, then E′ is also G-paradoxical.

This means paradoxicality is a property of the equidecomposability equiv-
alence classes.

But behold!
Suppose E is G-paradoxical. E must therefore have disjoint subsets A and B

such that A ∼G E ∼G B.

But then A and B are both in the same equidecomposability class as E, so
they are also G-paradoxical. A must therefore have disjoint subsets AA and BA
such that AA ∼G A ∼G BA, and B must have disjoint subsets AB and BB such that
AB ∼G B ∼G BB.

But then AA,BA,AB,BB are all in the same equidecomposability class as the
above, so they are all also G-paradoxical. . .

Paradoxicality is self-similar
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E

A B

…………………………………………………………………

Paradoxical sets are Cantor set-like!

Equivalence relations and sets
An equivalence relation on P(X), such as ∼G, can induce another relation

on P(X).

For an equivalence relation ρ we can define A � B to be when there is some
subset C ⊆ B such that AρC.

� is only a partial order under some conditions.

3.2 To fill a gap

Banach–Cantor–Bernstein–Schröder Theorem
Both the cardinality equivalence relation (|A| = |B|) and ∼G satisfy two

conditions that allow the � based on them to be a partial order.

1. If AρB then there is a bijection b : A → B such that Cρ b(C) whenever
C ⊆ A, and

2. If A1∩A2 = ∅ = B1∩B2, and if A1 ρB1 and A2 ρB2, then (A1∪A2)ρ (B1∪B2).

Banach–Cantor–Bernstein–Schröder Theorem
For � based on a relation ρ satisfying conditions 1 and 2, � is:

• is reflexive, since A � A since A ⊆ A and AρA;

• is transitive, since A � B and B � C implies ∃D ⊆ B and E ⊆ C such that
AρD and BρE, and then by condition 1 there is a bijection b : B → C
giving Dρ b(D) ⊆ E ⊆ C, so AρDρ b(D) and hence A � C.

• antisymmetry is the hard part, but holds by the same technique as in
the classical Cantor–Schröder–Bernstein theorem in combination with the
two conditions.
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Uses for �
�G (� as before but based on ∼G) eases the verification of paradoxical sets.

If A,B ⊆ E and A ∩ B = ∅, and E ∼G B, then

• B ⊆ E\A, so E �G E\A, and

• (E\A) is ∼G-related to itself and is a subset of E, so E\A �G E.

So E �G E\A, and E\A �G E, thus E ∼G E\A.

But since A is only required to be disjoint from B, E ∼G B implies E ∼G any
subset containing B.

Patching the holes
Back to S2

\D. We can use more rotations (other than the ones in the rotation
free group) to rotate D in such a way that it is clear that S2

∼SO3 S2
\D.

Patching the holes
Pick a line l through the origin that does not intersect D. Since D is countable,

there are uncountably many lines to choose from. l is going to be the axis of
rotation, so let ρ(θ) denote rotation by θ around l.

Let J be the set of angles θ such that there is an integer n and point P ∈ D
such that ρ(nθ)P ∈ D. There are countably many points in D, so there are
countably many angles between them, and therefore J is countable.

Patching the holes
Choose an angle θ that is not in J. By definition, ρ(nθ)P < D for all P ∈ D,

so ρ(nθ)D and D are disjoint. Even better, ρ(nθ)D is disjoint from ρ(mθ)D
whenever n , m.

Finally, define D̄ = D∪ ρ(θ)D∪ ρ(2θ)D∪ · · · . We can rotate D̄ as a whole to
obtain ρ(θ)D̄ = ρ(θ)D ∪ ρ(2θ)D ∪ ρ(3θ)D ∪ · · · , and D̄ ∼SO3 ρ(θ)D̄ .

Patching the holes
So since

D̄\ρ(θ)D̄ =
(
D ∪ ρ(θ)D ∪ ρ(2θ)D ∪ ρ(3θ)D ∪ · · ·

)
\
(
ρ(θ)D ∪ ρ(2θ)D ∪ ρ(3θ)D ∪ · · ·

)
= D

which means (S2
\D̄) ∪ ρ(θ)D̄ = S2

\D, and finally by condition 2,

S2 = D̄ ∪ (S2
\D̄) ∼SO3 ρ(θ)D̄ ∪ (S2

\D̄) = S2
\D.

Done.
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Corollary 15 (The Banach–Tarski Paradox, part 1). S2
\D is SO3-paradoxical by the

Hausdorff paradox. The above shows S2
\D ∼SO3 S2, so S2 inherits SO3-paradoxicality

from S2
\D.

None of this depends on the radius of the sphere (except to say it cannot be
0), since it used only rotations, so—good news—by radial correspondence, the
Banach–Tarski paradox immediately applies to solid balls minus the point at
the origin.

Corollary 16 (The Banach–Tarski Paradox, part 2). Any solid ball is G3-paradoxical,
the entire space R3 is also G3-paradoxical.

G3 is the group of rotations and translations. By essentially the same ab-
sorption trick (how D̄ was used to absorb D) the origin can be absorbed by a
rotation around a line that is not through the origin.

The entire space can be thought of as a ball with infinite radius.

3.3 The whole hog

Corollary 17 (The Strong Banach–Tarski Paradox). If A,B are bounded subsets of
R3 with non-empty interior, then A ∼G3 B.

“Cast” of sets for the strong paradox

A
B

K

L

Strong Banach-Tarski paradox
Let K be a solid ball large enough to cover A, and let L be a solid ball small

enough to fit inside B.
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A as subset of K

L as subset of B

Strong Banach-Tarski paradox—proof
Let S be a set of n disjoint copies of L, and then cover K (which is covering

A) by translating the balls from S (overlaps are allowed)

S = n disjoint copies of L
K covered with n copies of L

By the first Banach–Tarski paradox, L may be duplicated into n copies of L
and shifted by translations so they are all disjoint—call this set of copies is S.
Thus S ∼G3 L.

K � S by translations (i.e. move the copies of L that are in S so they cover
K.) Therefore A ⊆ K � S ∼G3 L ⊆ B, hence A � B.

By a similar argument, B � A, so by the Banach–Cantor–Schröder–Bernstein
theorem, A ∼G3 B. �

4 Responses to the Paradox

Responses to the Paradox
What a result!
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Responses to the Paradox
Some object to the use of the Axiom of Choice. However there are a few

counterarguments.

• Even without the Axiom of Choice, there are paradoxes and other strange
results (e.g. the Sierpiński-Mazurkiewicz paradox)

• The Banach-Tarski paradox has been shown in 1991 to follow from the
Hahn-Banach theorem—which does not imply AC, instead it is weaker
than it.

• AC is only involved in a fairly minor section of the proof.

In short, the Banach-Tarski paradox is not that interesting with respect to ques-
tions about the foundations of mathematics.

Responses to the Paradox
How to reconcile the paradox with intuition?

• The pieces used in the duplication process are quite exotic, defined by the
combination of the free rotation group and AC

• So we could say that while an initial ball and resulting copies of it might
have a sensible definition for volume, the intermediate pieces should not.

• Thus, volume, Lebesgue measure, and in fact any measure that should be
isometry-invariant, must be left undefined on certain unmeasurable sets
(Vitali sets)

4.1 Amenability

Amenability
The construction of the pieces hinges upon the use of the free group of rank

2, which was paradoxical on itself, and hence paradoxical on any space it acted
on without nontrivial fixed points. Can another group be used instead?

Definition 18. A group G is amenable for a space if there exists a finitely-additive
G-invariant measure µ on G such that µ(G) < ∞.

If a group is non-amenable, then there is hope!

Amenability
John von Neumann came up with amenability in 1929 after noting that the

construction of strange pieces was due to the group—not the space it acted on.
Then came the question:

Are F2, and any group containing it, the only non-amenable groups?

This was conjectured to be true. (von Neumann conjecture)
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Amenability
The von Neumann conjecture was disproven in 1979 by A. Yu. Ol’shanskii,

who provided a counterexample called a Tarski monster—an infinite non-amenable
group that does not contain F2.

To arrive at this result, a lot of work had occurred in the intervening years
in a variety of areas such as topology, diagrams, small cancellation theory,
asphericity, and geometric group theory, much of which is involved.

(Perhaps all this can fix the now-tenuous relationship between algebra and
geometry!)

5 Groups and topology

Going between groups and geometry
Several approaches:

• Use algebraic group structure to prove things in geometry (the Banach–
Tarksi paradox)

• Find groups that describe certain geometric or topological features (sym-
metry groups, homotopy groups)

• Create new topological spaces that describe a given group or prove things
about groups (find surface for desired homotopy group, and van Kempen
diagrams)

• Find other objects that describe a given group and define new geometry
upon them (metrize a Cayley graph⇒ hyperbolic groups)

Surface
A surface is probably what you think it is. . . a two-dimensional manifold.
Some odd examples of surfaces are common in popular topology, such as

the Möbius strip, Klein bottle and others. Less strange examples are the plane,
the sphere, the torus, the unit square, the disc, the annulus, and so on.

Combinatorial definition of surface
A triangulation is a finite set of (filled) topological triangles, the union of

which is the whole space, and where triangles either share nothing, meet at a
vertex, or share an edge.

If a path-connected space has a triangulation where all the stars are circular
or semi-circular, then it is a surface.
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Cell decompositions
A cell decomposition is like a triangulation, but other n-gons are permitted.

A surface is called orientable if every cell in a cell decomposition can be
given a direction (going in a loop) that assigns every non-boundary edge both
directions. Examples: sphere, plane. Non-example: Möbius strip

!
!

!

!
!

1

2

3

4

Fundamental group of a surface
Pick a point x0 on the surface, and call it the base point. There are some paths

on the surface that will form loops starting and ending at this point.

Some of these loops can be deformed into one another continuously (i.e.
without crossing over holes in the surface, for example), so we will consider
two loops equivalent if this is possible.

Fundamental group of a surface

• Label each distinct loop with a letter.

• There is now a string monoid where each string describes ways to combine
travlling around the loops (empty string is of course “no travel”)

• Give each loop a direction, and then for e.g. loop a there is travelling
in the assigned direction (also denoted a) and travelling in the reverse
direction a−1
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Fundamental group of a surface
A loop that might appear on a punctured plane or annulus.

a

Possible travels include nothing, a, aa, aaa, a−1, a−1a−1, . . . . The path for a−1a
can be deformed continuously into a single point.

Fundamental group of a surface
The group so defined is called the fundamental group of the surface X and is

denoted π1(X).

Examples: π1(X) for a plane is the trivial group, for a plane with one hole is
the infinite cyclic group, for a torus is the direct product (Z ×Z,+).

For a plane with two distinct holes, the fundamental group is the free group
of rank 2.

Fundamental group of a graph
Consider a graph. The only points in the graph are the vertices and the

edges (so there are no faces). The same concept of fundamental group applies:
pick a base point, travel around loops starting and ending at that base point,
formed by edges of the graph.

Fundamental group of a graph
With a graph, the fundamental group is always free.
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Collapse any spanning tree to a point (quotient space: G/T), to obtain an n-rose.
This operation leaves the quantity |V| − |E| constant, and also does not change
the number of distinct loops. Thus rank(π1(G)) = 1 − |V| + |E|.

Fundamental group of a graph
Using related ideas, it is possible to prove that

Theorem 19 (Neilsen-Schreier Theorem). Any subgroup of a free group is free.

Can we do better?
Fundamental groups are one kind of homotopy group, where the basic objects

are loops that are defined up to continuous deformation. In higher homotopy
groups, the basic objects in forming the group are of higher dimension (so
spheres, hyperspheres, etc).

It also so happens that every group is the fundamental group of some space,
somewhere out there.

6 Groups and diagrams

A more productive approach
Consider a group presentation

G � 〈S|R〉

Example 20.
〈
ι, κ|ι2, κ3, (ικ)5

〉
—the icosahedral group—was the example at the

very beginning of this talk.
The cell decomposition of a surface can be given an edge labelling that

describes the relators in R.

7 Groups and diagrams

van Kempen Diagrams

Definition 21. A diagram over 〈S|R〉 is a cell decomposition where each cell is
either an R-cell (labelled with some r ∈ R) or a 0-cell (with “trivial” labelling
consisting of 1 and at most one pair of letters that cancel).
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The label along a cell boundary might be different depending on where one
starts reading it, or in which direction one reads it. So a cell label is only defined
up to cyclic shifts and taking an inverse.

Example diagram

a

aa

a

b

b
b

b

c

c

c

c

A diagram over
〈
a, b, c|a4, b−1abc

〉
Geometric deduction

Recall: at the beginning of the talk, we deduced that (κι)5 = 1 algebraically.

With diagrams, we can make the same kind of deductions geometrically!

Example diagram returns!

a

aa

a

b

b
b

b

c

c

c

c

A diagram over
〈
a, b, c|a4, b−1abc

〉
that

lets us deduce c4 = 1, by reading it off the boundary!
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Geometric deduction
A diagram is circular when it is a cell decomposition of a disc. The boundary

is also called a contour.

Lemma 22 (van Kempen’s Lemma). Let w be an arbitrary non-empty word in the
set of strings generated by S ∪ S−1

∪ {1}. Under the presentation 〈S|R〉, w = 1 if and
only if there exists a circular diagram over 〈S|R〉 with contour label w.

Geometric deduction
A diagram is annular when it is a cell decomposition of an annulus. There

are two separate boundaries, and the words labelling them are related.

Lemma 23. Let v,w be non-empty words in S1∗. Then under the presentation 〈S|R〉,
v and w are conjugate (i.e. w = ava−1 for some a ∈ 〈S|R〉) if and only if there is an
annular diagram over 〈S|R〉 with contours p, q such that the label of p is v and the label
of q is w.

Diagrams and the 1960s
van Kempen’s Lemma came into existence in the 30s, but laid quite dormant

until the 60s when small cancellation theory was invented, which uses diagrams
quite heavily.

Imagine a pair of relators r1, r2 that share a piece, i.e. there is some x such
that r1 = xy1 and r2 = xy2 (up to cyclic shifts and inverses)

Small cancellation conditions
The idea with pieces is that a piece is cancelled when multiplying relators,

i.e.
r−1

1 r2 = (xy1)−1xy2 = y−1
1 x−1xy2 = y1y2

Small cancellation theory is to do with when the amount that is cancelled in
this fashion is “small”.

The condition C′(λ) is satisfied by a group with presentation 〈S|R〉when all
the relators r ∈ R and shared pieces x satisfy

|x| < λ|r|

The smaller the value λ, the smaller the cancellation.

Small cancellation conditions and diagrams
If 〈S|R〉 satisfies C′(λ), then diagrams over 〈S|R〉 are going to look a bit

interesting. In particular, the places where R-cells can be joined are smaller.
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r
r

1

2

x

Small cancellation theory
Small cancellation theory led to

• A broader class of groups on which Dehn’s algorithm works (C′(λ) groups
for λ ≤ 1

6 )

• Results about asphericity (whether a group admits a spherical diagram)

• Tarski monsters! The counterexample to the von Neumann conjecture.

That’s all folks!
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